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SUMMARY
In the present study, the P- and S-velocity structure of the crust and uppermost mantle
in the area of central Macedonia (northern Greece) is presented, as derived from the
inversion of traveltimes of local events. An appropriate preconditioning of the final
linearized system is used in order to reduce ray density effects on the results. The study
focuses mainly on the structure of the broader area of the Serbomacedonian Massif.
Interesting features and details of the crustal structure can be recognized in the final
tomographic images. The crustal thickness shows strong variations. Under the
Serbomacedonian and western Rhodope massifs the crust has a thickness that exceeds
30 km. On the other hand, the North Aegean Trough exhibits a fairly thin crust
(#25–27 km). Moreover, the Serbomacedonian Massif is bounded by two regions that
trend parallel to the Axios river–Thermaikos gulf and the Strymon river–Orfanou gulf,
respectively, which show significant crustal thinning (#25–28 km). The observed match
between the direction of this crustal thinning and the basins’ axes indicates that they
have been generated by the same extensional deformation episode.
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The area of central Macedonia (northern Greece) is part of
INTRODUCTION

the Aegean back-arc area (Fig. 1). The main geological forma-
tions of the area are the Serbomacedonian and RhodopeThe Aegean region (Fig. 1) is the seismically most active
massifs (Mercier 1968; Kockel et al. 1971), which comprise asection of the Africa–Eurasia collision zone. The main feature
mountainous and structurally complex domain of mainlyof the area is the subduction of the eastern Mediterranean
metamorphic rocks and igneous bodies. The Serbomacedonianlithosphere under the Aegean (Papazachos & Comninakis
Massif is bounded on its western side by the sediments of the1969; McKenzie 1970, 1978; Le Pichon & Angelier 1979),
Axios basin, which continues into the Thermaikos gulf. Untilwhich has a well-defined Benioff zone (Papazachos &
recently the basin was considered to consist mainly ofComninakis 1969, 1971). On the other hand, very high shallow
Neogene–Quaternary deposits, with a maximum thickness ofseismicity is observed with thrust faults along the outer (convex)
6 km in its southern part (Lalechos & Savoyat 1979). Newarc and mainly normal faults in the back-arc area (Comninakis
data show the existence of a thick layer of Palaeocene deposits,1975; McKenzie 1978). The complex geodynamic evolution of
which results in a maximum thickness of 11 km for the

the area (Dercourt et al. 1986, 1990) has resulted in a compli-
sedimentary deposits, located approximately in the central part

cated tectonic setting, which is also reflected in the velocity
of the gulf (Roussos 1994). The two massifs are separated by

structure. In particular, the Aegean area exhibits strong velocity
the Strymon basin, which consists of continental sediments

contrasts throughout its lithosphere. Traveltime studies from
with a maximum thickness of the order of 3–4 km (Mountrakis

earthquakes (Papazachos et al. 1966; Panagiotopoulos &
1985). To the south the Serbomacedonian Massif is bordered

Papazachos 1985; Papazachos et al. 1995) and explosions by the Orfanou gulf and the North Aegean Trough, where
(Makris 1972, 1976; Voulgaris 1991) as well as gravity studies Palaeogene sediments (Roussos 1994) also underlie the thick
(Makris 1973; Chailas et al. 1992; Papazachos 1994) have Neogene–Quaternary formations (1–5 km, Lalechos &
revealed strong crustal thickness variations. As a result of the Savoyat 1979) but their thickness is still unknown.
extension which is spread throughout the whole back-arc area, The whole area exhibits very high seismicity (e.g. Scordilis
this area exhibits a thin crust of the order of 25–30 km, which 1985), although it is quite far from the southern Aegean
locally thins up to 20 km. On the other hand, under the subduction. This is noticeable for the North Aegean Trough
Hellenic Alps–Hellenic Arc accretionary prism, which is part and the central Serbomacedonian Massif, where mainly dextral

strike-slip and normal faults with occasional dextral strike-slipof the Alpine belt, the crustal thickness locally exceeds 40 km.
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26 C. B. Papazachos

Figure 1. General features of the Aegean area. Details of the study area are shown in the inset.

components, respectively, are observed (e.g. Papazachos 1990). densities in our results. New information concerning the struc-

ture of the area can be recognized in the final results. TheThis mixed character is a result of the superposition of two
different phenomena: NW–SE back-arc extension in the area crustal thickness shows strong variations, with local crustal

thickening up to 33–36 km beneath the two metamorphicand strike-slip deformation along the North Aegean Trough

(Papazachos et al. 1993). This intensive deformation has belts (the Serbomacedonian and Rhodope massifs). On the
other hand, the two basins that define the limits of theresulted in the past in the formation of various local structures.

A typical extensional structure is the Mygdonia graben, which Serbomacedonian Massif exhibit a thinner crust (25–28 km),

similar to the crustal thinning observed in the Northern Aegeanis located in the centre of the Serbomacedonian Massif and is
dominated by NW–SE (Miocene–Early Pliocene) and E–W (e.g. Brooks & Kiriakidis 1986; Papazachos et al. 1995), which

is also confirmed in this study. Although the resolution is(Quaternary) faults (Mercier et al. 1979; Psilovikos 1984;

Mountrakis 1985; Papazachos et al. 1991). The relatively good poorer for the S velocities, their general pattern correlates
quite well with compressional velocities. Moreover, the shallowcoverage of the area by the seismological network of the

Geophysical Laboratory of Thessaloniki has allowed the study sedimentary basins show a much more significant signature in

the S structure, due to the low S velocity of these formations.of the velocity structure by the use of local (Scordilis 1985;
Ligdas & Lees 1993) and teleseismic events (Christodoulou &
Hatzfeld 1988).

TRAVELTIME DATA
In the present paper, the detailed characteristics of the

velocity structure of central Macedonia (northern Greece) are The source of the data is the annual and monthly bulletins of

the Geophysical Laboratory of the University of Thessalonikistudied. The main modifications from previous approaches are
the use of a modified inversion technique which incorporates (GLUT) for the time period 1981–1992. A small part of the

data set came from the monthly bulletins of the seismological3-D ray tracing, a larger amount of data and the inclusion of

S waves, which have not been used previously. We mainly observatories of Greece and neighbouring countries. All events
are relocated by GLUT using a local model for the areafocus our attention on the Serbomacedonian Massif and its

contacts with the Rhodope Massif, the North Aegean Trough (Scordilis 1985). Moreover, we included data collected during

a local experiment which was conducted in the area ofand the Axios basin. For this reason a large data set (#41 500)
of P and S traveltimes, from almost 3000 local events for the Thessaloniki in 1986 (Hatzfeld et al. 1987). During this relo-

cation procedure traveltimes were checked for outliers (phasestime period 1981–1992, was used. An appropriate precondition-

ing of the final linear system, using a crude estimate of the a with error larger than 2.5 s, phases with a ~±60 s error, etc.),
which were removed from the final data set or appropriatelyposteriori covariance matrix, is applied in order to limit the

artefacts in the tomographic images caused by irregular data corrected.
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Crustal P- and S-velocity structure, Greece 27

In the present study, only first arrivals are used, which are 1995), a higher weight (factor of #3) was assigned to all the

arrivals of the local experiment (Hatzfeld et al. 1987) as themostly P
g

and S
g

arrivals at short distances and P
n

and S
n

arrivals at larger distances. Since the data sources are quite traveltime error for these data is approximately three times
smaller than the corresponding error of recordings at regionalinhomogeneous, the original phase identifications were not

adopted and all late arrivals (e.g. suggested P
g

waves at large stations. In a similar manner all regional arrivals were assigned
a higher weight (factor of #2) if they were originally reporteddistances) were discarded. Hence, after this removal, each phase

was modelled as a first arrival. Unfortunately, no P
m
P or S

m
S as impulsive arrivals. These weights were used throughout the

whole inversion procedure and therefore affect both the finalarrivals that provide a good control for the crustal thickness
are available in the bulletins. Although the lack of phase velocity model and the earthquake relocations. The final data

set consists of #24 500 P and 17 000 S arrivals, recorded atidentification and reflected arrivals puts certain constraints on

the data set, its resolving power is enhanced by the fact that 12 regional and 28 temporary stations. The final epicentres of
the events for which data were used and the station locationsmost S arrivals are very accurate since almost all recording

stations in the area have three-component sensors. are shown in Fig. 2.

Since we did not want our results to be contaminated by
mislocations, only data for events with at least nine P and S

INVERSION TECHNIQUE AND DATA
observations were used, in accordance with previous earth-

PROCESSING
quake location studies (e.g. Scordilis 1985; Karakostas 1988).
Also, since the data from different sources have a different The principles of the inversion of traveltimes from local

earthquakes are essentially those described in the originalaccuracy, appropriate weights were used in the inversion for

each traveltime data set. Therefore, based on the results of a work of Aki & Lee (1976). The traveltime residual is a function
of the perturbations of the event’s hypocentral parameters andprevious study for the broader Aegean area (Papazachos et al.

Figure 2. Map of the epicentres (denoted by circles) of the events for which data were used in the present study. Regional and temporary stations

are shown as solid squares and triangles, respectively.
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28 C. B. Papazachos

Table 1. Background 1-D velocity model for the Serbomacedonianthe velocity model. If this function is linearized using an initial
Massif in the present study.approximate solution, a system of equations of the following

form can be defined: Depth (km) V
P

(km s−1) V
S

(km s−1 )
d=Ax=Bh+Cv+c , (1) −1 6.08 3.41

1 6.10 3.41
where d contains the traveltime residuals, B and C are the

3 6.12 3.42
hypocentral and velocity derivative matrices, h and v are the 5 6.13 3.43
hypocentral and velocity correction vectors, and A and x 7 6.14 3.44
simply combine matrices B and C and vectors h, v and c. We 9 6.15 3.45

11 6.19 3.48also included a station correction vector, c, in order to account
13 6.23 3.51for anything that cannot be explained by the velocity structure
15 6.30 3.57(e.g. local structure beneath a station, systematic time shifts
17 6.42 3.63at a station, etc.). Usually, a local representation is chosen
19 6.54 3.70for the velocity model such as a 3-D box car or a trilinear
21 6.69 3.76

interpolation function (Aki & Lee 1976; Thurber 1983).
23 6.83 3.82

Because of this choice the problem is treated as simultaneously
25 6.97 3.88

overdetermined and underdetermined and cannot be solved in 27 7.10 3.94
the usual least-squares sense by minimizing the data misfit. 29 7.24 4.00
The standard technique is to construct an appropriate solution 31 7.35 4.08

33 7.46 4.15(Franklin 1970; Tarantola & Nercessian 1984; Constable et al.
35 7.58 4.241987) by considering additional constraints which lead to a
37 7.70 4.32solution with ‘desirable’ properties, for example minimization
39 7.80 4.40of the model or the model second derivative norm. In the

present study, eq. (1) is modified (Papazachos & Nolet 1997a)

as follows: therefore introducing a spatial smoothing. Depending on the
structure of S this smoothing can be expanded or constrained,

C−1/2
d

AC1/2
x

SHz=C−1/2
d

d , lIz=0 , (2)
introducing a different extent of spatial smoothing which can

vary both vertically and horizontally.where C
d

is the data covariance matrix, C
x

is the a priori
estimate of the model covariance matrix (usually diagonal ), Here an additional diagonal scaling matrix of the form

H=diag{h−1/2
j

} is included, where h
j

is a measure of the jthI is the identity matrix, and S is an appropriate smoothing

matrix (e.g. Spakman & Nolet 1988). Therefore, a new linear column length of the matrix A∞=C−1/2
d

AC1/2
x

S. In this approach,
xTCP

x
x is minimized, instead of the usual xTC

x
x, wheresystem is formed which is solved in order to determine a new

vector z=C−1/2
x

S−1H−1x. Notice that for our final solution, x, (CP
x
)1/2=C1/2x SH is our preliminary estimate of the square root

of the a posteriori model covariance matrix in an attempt tono additional matrix inversion is necessary as it is simply com-
puted from z using the relation x=C−1/2

x
SHz. The smoothing reduce relative errors in the final solution. CPx is our educated

guess for the a posteriori model covariance matrix; C1/2
x

containsmatrix is a simple matrix which has a row sum of 1 and its

effect is to ‘redistribute’ the elements of A in its neighbourhood, the a priori error estimates which scale the various parameters

Figure 3. Plot of the misfit reduction (arbitrary units) and the model (P and S slowness perturbation) norm against LSQR steps.
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Crustal P- and S-velocity structure, Greece 29

Figure 4. P- and S-velocity perturbations for the upper part (0–13 km) of the final 3-D model.

(velocities, hypocentral coordinates, station corrections), S rep- (Papazachos & Nolet 1997a). The constant l regulates the

additional minimum norm (damping) constraints.resents the correlation between neighbouring velocity nodes
(smooth variations of the velocity field) and H contains the For the model configuration, the earth is embedded in a

rectangular grid of nodes and the slowness is defined for eachobservation that the a posteriori errors will vary inversely pro-
portionally (e.g. VanDecar & Snieder 1994) to the square root node. The slowness at each point is calculated by trilinear

interpolation. In our case, the grid consisted of 14 175 nodesof the ray length associated with each node (column norm of A).

For this reason, the incorporation of H in the preconditioning of for which both P and S velocities are defined. The horizontal
and vertical grid spacings were set to 10 km and 2 km, respect-A will minimize this effect (Papazachos & Nolet 1997a) and the

inversion will not attempt to attribute higher anomalies in areas ively. Of course, for this model configuration a limited number

of nodes lie outside the earth. However, the Cartesian geometryof high ray density (e.g. Sambridge 1990) since all a posteriori
relative errors will be equalized. Therefore, an attempt is made significantly speeds up all computations, therefore the small

node redundancy is acceptable.to reduce significantly the effects of the ray distribution on the

final tomographic results; that is, to anneal the correlation that Initially, a 1-D background model was derived (Table 1),
based on an initial model determined in a previousis observed between areas of high ray density (large column

length of matrix A∞) and strong velocity perturbations study (Papazachos et al. 1995). In order to eliminate the

© 1998 RAS, GJI 134, 25–39



30 C. B. Papazachos

Figure 5. Same as Fig. 4 for the mid–lower-crustal part (19–27 km) of the final model.

effect of outliers, an exponential weight of the form exhibited similar characteristics in all cases. For this reason,
we decided to rely on our a priori error estimates which are[1+a exp(b*residual )] was applied, which resulted in a fairly

sharp cut-off for residuals larger than 2.5 s. These weights are included in the data covariance matrix, C
d
, and therefore the

value of l=1 was finally adopted. This value is equal to theincluded in the a priori covariance matrix of the arrival times.

Based on previous estimates of the accuracy of hypocentral theoretically expected value (e.g. Franklin 1970), if our a priori
estimates for the data and model covariance matrices areestimations (e.g. Scordilis 1985; Karakostas 1988), the values

of 0.5 s, 0.5 s and 5 km for the standard errors of the station correct. Since the residual distribution is not completely

Gaussian, a higher damping value may ensure the robustnesscorrections, origin time and the hypocentral coordinates,
respectively, were adopted after trials. For the slownesses, S

P
of the solution to the relatively larger number of outliers in
the real residual distribution. However, this was not observedand S

S
, values of 0.02 and 0.035 s km−1 were accepted, respect-

ively, based on previously published results for the area in our case when larger values were used. A and d were
computed for the initial (1-D) model and the linearized system(Scordilis 1985; Ligdas & Lees 1993). Also, after tests, hori-

zontal and vertical radii of 30 and 2 km, respectively, were (2) was solved with LSQR (Paige & Saunders 1982). After

several steps there was a rapid change in the rate of misfitdefined for the smoothing matrix.
A large set of values between 0.1 and 10 was tried for the reduction and the model-norm increase. At this point LSQR

was stopped and A was recomputed using a revised 3-D bendingdamping coefficients, l; however, the final tomographic figures

© 1998 RAS, GJI 134, 25–39
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Figure 6. Same as Fig. 4 for the lower-crustal–upper-mantle part (29–37 km) of the final model.

ray-tracing algorithm (Moser et al. 1992). The efficiency of order to minimize the misfit. In our case we chose to stop after
three iterations since no significant misfit improvement couldthis algorithm when used in 3-D traveltime tomography has

been studied in detail by Papazachos & Nolet (1997b) and be observed. Numerical tests indicate that, at least for the first
iteration, LSQR should be stopped before convergence, sinceshows a significant improvement in the tomographic figures

and, in particular, in the relative amplitude of the recovered the observed misfit reduction is correct only for the linearized
misfit estimate and might not be valid for a 3-D model becausevelocity anomalies using a variety of synthetic tests.

After each iteration, the new linear system was solved again we deviate from the starting 1-D solution. This is also demon-

strated in Fig. 3, where we observe a jump in the misfit betweenwith LSQR and the whole procedure was repeated. Fig. 3
shows the variation of the misfit (arbitrary units) for each successive iterations. This occurs because between iterations

we recompute A and therefore estimate the true misfit, whichLSQR step. The P and S slowness norms are also plotted.

These norms are defined as the norm of the slowness pertur- is larger than the linearized estimate from the previous iter-
ation, as also observed in other studies (Sambridge 1990;bation vector for each (P or S) velocity field. For every iteration

these perturbations refer to the initial estimate derived by the Papazachos & Nolet 1997b). The initial and final weighted

combined (P and S) rms misfits for the inversion are 0.84 andprevious iteration and not to the initial 1-D model before the
inversion. Of course, these norms increase with LSQR steps 0.54 s, respectively.

Since the previous misfit reduction is a combined misfit,as LSQR attempts to introduce larger velocity anomalies in

© 1998 RAS, GJI 134, 25–39



32 C. B. Papazachos

because it includes P- and S-velocity perturbations as well as trending zone of strong negative velocity perturbations. Since

these are perturbations with respect to the background model,event relocations, it is difficult to estimate the contributions in
this misfit of the various model parameters, especially of the P- they indicate slow velocities within the belt and the existence

of a thick crust under the belt. At the same time, theand S-velocity model. In order to investigate this problem, we

inverted matrix A of the first iteration (calculated for the 1-D Serbomacedonian Massif is bounded by two similarly trending
zones of positive velocity perturbations which correspond tomodel) only for P-velocity perturbations and then only for

S-velocity perturbations by setting all other perturbations to the Axios and Strymon basins, respectively. These pertur-

bations can be attributed to crustal thinning in the area. Azero. For the P velocities the misfit reduction was equal to #60
per cent of the misfit reduction for the first iteration of the actual second zone of positive anomalies (crustal thinning) is observed

in the North Aegean Trough, in agreement with earlier tomo-inversion performed in the paper where all parameters (P and S
velocities, hypocentral parameters, station corrections) were graphic (Papazachos et al. 1995), traveltime (Panagiotopoulos

& Papazachos 1985) and gravity studies (Brooks & Kiriakidisincluded. This percentage drops to #30 per cent when only S
velocities are determined. In order to compare these numbers 1986). It is interesting to note that all these zones of alternating

positive and negative velocity anomalies trend almost NW–SE,they should be normalized with the corresponding number of P
and S phases included in the inversion, since more P arrivals which is in very good agreement with the well-known ‘Dinaric’

trend of the geological belts and the two basins of the area(#24 500) than S (#17 000) are used. However, even after this

normalization the new P velocities improve the misfit by #40 under study. In general, comparisons between Figs 5 and 6
(velocity variation for the middle–lower-crustal and upper-per cent more than the S velocities. This result is expected if we

consider that P arrivals are much more accurate than the mantle layers) and Fig. 1 (local geology) show remarkable

correlations.corresponding S arrivals, even when three-component recordings
are available, as in our case. Of course, such tests, as well as the The S velocities are fairly consistent with the corresponding P

results. Although the resolution is relatively poorer for the deeperresolution tests described later, have certain limitations since

they are simple linear tests that can only be applied to a single parts of the model, the S anomalies are very clear for the shallow
layers. We observe low velocities for the sediments of the Axiosmatrix. Therefore, such tests cannot estimate the total contri-

bution in the misfit reduction of different model parameters after basin–Thermaikos gulf and the North Aegean trough and a sharp
velocity contrast with the metamorphic Serbomacedonian Massif.more than one non-linear iteration and their results can only be

used as a first approximation. This limit is shown by a solid line for the first two S-velocity

cross-sections. We also observe (Fig. 4) a possible signature
(dashed line) of the Orfanou gulf–Strymon basin sediments.

TOMOGRAPHIC RESULTS —RESOLUTION
However, this anomaly is not so clear, possibly because the mean

TESTS
sediment thickness is at the limit of our resolving power in this
area (2 km). The general pattern of the sedimentary formationsFigs 4, 5 and 6 show the final P- and S-velocity distributions

for different depths (#4 km interval ). As expected, both P and is not so clear in the corresponding P images. This is probably

due to the lower velocity contrast for the P waves, which are lessS velocities show a strongly varying pattern for all layers. The
station corrections do not show any systematic pattern, there- affected than the S waves by the high water content in the

formations of the sedimentary basins. For the deep layers therefore the velocity field is properly recovered. The P-velocity

distribution is controlled mainly by the crustal thickness is a gradual transition of the S images to a similar pattern to that
of the P results. However, the signature of the crustal variationsvariations almost throughout the whole depth range

(13–37 km), but most prominently for depths of 25–35 km. is also observed for the S waves, especially around depths of

19–27 km. The lowermost part of the crust and the upper mantleThe Serbomacedonian Massif is delineated as a NW–SE-

Figure 7. Ray density plots for three different depths of the area examined. The ray density for each velocity node is defined as the norm of the

column of the derivative matrix A, which corresponds to the ray length associated with this node. The grey scale varies linearly with the square

root of this ray density.
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Figure 8. 3-D box-car resolution tests for (a) P and (b) S waves in three different depth ranges of the area examined. The first three rows in each

figure correspond to three random velocity grid nodes in the uppermost crust (–1 to 7 km), rows 4–6 correspond to the middle crust (9–17 km)

and the last three rows correspond to lower-crustal–upper-mantle layers (29–37 km). The input anomalies are square with a horizontal dimension

of 40 km and extend throughout the depth ranges previously mentioned. Results are also shown for smaller and larger depths in order to assess

the extent of vertical ‘leaking’ of the ‘energy’ of the input anomalies. The amplitude of the input anomalies is equal to the maximum of the scale

bar shown in both figures. An adequate recovery of the shape and amplitude of the input anomalies is observed. The vertical ‘leaking’ ranges from

#2 km in the central part of the model to 4 km for the middle crust and the borders of the model.
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Figure 8. (Continued.)
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Crustal P- and S-velocity structure, Greece 35

are not visible to the deep crustal S* and mantle S
n
waves because In order to test the resolving power of our data we

performed various cell-spike and box-car tests. Figs 8(a) andvery few of these arrivals are available in the data set due to their
emergent waveforms being ‘hidden’ in the P coda, at least for the (b) show the results for some of these tests for P and S

models, respectively. The input anomalies were square anddistance range that we have examined (less than #250 km).

Since eq. (1) was solved with LSQR we have no direct way extended to five node layers (vertical extent of 8 km). For
both P and S, results are presented for three different depths,of estimating the resolution and the errors involved in our

calculations. Fig. 7 shows the ray density distribution for three close to the top (surface to 7 km), middle (9–17 km) and

bottom (29–37 km) of the model examined. For each depth,different depths. Here the ray density is quantified by assigning
to each velocity node the norm of the corresponding column results for three randomly selected horizontal node positions

are presented. The results for each of the different depths inof matrix A, which corresponds to the ray length associated

with this node. As errors depend on the square root of this each test are presented in Figs 8(a) and (b). For the layers
where the original synthetic anomalies were put, the depth isray length, an appropriate scale which varies linearly with this

square root is used in this plot. We observe a fairly uniform indicated in a larger type. At shallower or deeper depths a

smaller type is used to show the depth. The horizontaldistribution of the ray coverage, at least for the central part of
the studied area. dimensions of the input anomaly were #0.4°×0.4° in all

Figure 9. P-velocity perturbations presented for three cross-sections of the final velocity model. Notice in all figures the large body of negative

velocity perturbations which corresponds to the Serbomacedonian Massif (SM). In (b) and (c) the Rhodope Massif can be observed in the eastern

section of the profile.
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36 C. B. Papazachos

cases, and the grey-scale maximum corresponds to the model) to 4 km (for the middle crust and close to the borders

of the model ). Therefore, the relative accuracy of the depthamplitude of the input synthetic anomaly. Since the input
anomaly had the same slowness contrast for both P and S extent of any feature of the final tomographic results (Moho

depths, etc.) should be considered to be of that order. On thewaves in all tests, the corresponding input velocity anomaly

is larger for P waves. other hand, such tests do not check the full resolving power
of our inversion since they are only linear tests. For the realFor both P and S waves (Figs 8a and b) although the

rectangular shape of the input anomalies was not recovered, data, the additional non-linear iterations that have been

performed will allow a much improved recovery of the truethe results show that the position of the input anomalies is
retrieved well. Also, no serious artefacts are introduced in the velocity anomalies, as already mentioned. Therefore, the pre-

vious estimates should be used as a lower limit for ourrecovered models. However, the relative amplitudes of the

retrieved P and S anomalies are smaller than the input resolving ability.
anomalies, with larger values for the nodes which lie in the
middle layer of each five-layer input anomaly. Moreover, a

DISCUSSION
vertical ‘leaking’ is observed both upwards and downwards
from each input synthetic anomaly. The tests indicate that this In Fig. 9 the P-velocity variations are plotted for three cross-

sections. The first profile is parallel to the main axis of the‘leaking’ is of the order of 2 km (in the central part of the

Figure 10. P-velocity distribution along the same cross-sections as in Fig. 9. The positions of the main geological formations (SM=
Serbomacedonian Massif; AB= Axios basin; SB= Strymon basin) are shown on the profiles. The possible Moho limits are represented by the

vertically hatched area, both in the cross-sections and in the grey-scale bar, and correspond to the velocity range between lower-crustal and upper-

mantle velocities (see text).
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Crustal P- and S-velocity structure, Greece 37

Figure 11. Same as Fig. 10 for the S-velocity field.

Serbomacedonian Massif (denoted as SM in the figures that for the P waves (Fig. 10) was separated into two ranges, 5.7–7.1
and 7.4–8.0 km s−1. The mid-range (7.1–7.4 km s−1 ) corre-follow). The massif is clearly recognized as a bulk of low

velocity which is thickening in the centre of the belt and sponds approximately to the average of the lower-crustal
(6.6–6.8 km s−1) and upper-crustal velocities (7.7–7.9 km s−1)thinning towards its edges, especially towards the Northern

Aegean Trough. The second and third profiles run almost in the area (Makris 1976; Panagiotopoulos & Papazachos

1985). Therefore, this range approximately delineates the poss-perpendicular to the trend of the basins and the metamorphic
belts. The Serbomacedonian Massif exhibits approximately the ible limits of the Moho discontinuity. The crustal thickness

beneath the Serbomacedonian and Rhodope massifs reaches asame characteristics, with a thick crust under its axis and two
areas of crustal thinning, under the Axios and the Strymon depth of 34–36 km, whereas the basins exhibit crustal thick-

nesses of about 25–27 km. In the Northern Aegean Trough abasins (denoted AB and SB, respectively, in the figures that

follow). On the northeastern border of both cross-sections, the thin crust (#25–27 km) is observed.
A similar approach was adopted for the S waves (Fig. 11).western boundary of the Rhodope Massif has started to appear,

exhibiting similar crustal thickening. However, the crustal thickness variations are almost invisible

in the lower crust and upper mantle due to the lack of raysThese crustal variations are clearly seen in Figs 10 and 11,
where we have plotted the P- and S-velocity variations, respect- penetrating these depths, as previously described. On the other

hand, for the shallow layers we observe the low velocities ofively, for the same profiles. Because in the present study only

P
g

(S
g
) and P

n
(S
n
) waves were used and the Moho is not the sedimentary basins. Their limits are shown with solid

lines. The maximum depth of sediments for the Axios basindirectly modelled, it is difficult to infer accurate information
about the crustal thickness. As an alternative, the velocity scale (#11 km) is in excellent agreement with the maximum depth
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of the base of the Palaeogene sediments deduced from seismic probably more important and widespread extensive defor-

mation period such as that of the Miocene–Pliocene. In thisreflection surveys and deep boreholes of the Greek Public
Petroleum Company (Roussos 1994). In (b) we also observe case, this observed difference in deformation rates probably

indicates that the extension did not occur uniformly in thean anomaly which is possibly due to the sediments of the

Orfanou gulf, shown with a dashed line due to its shape and time period but in much shorter time intervals, when defor-
mation was more intense.low amplitude.

The results are in good agreement with previous
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